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1.0

Introduction

1.1

This Design and Access Statement has been prepared
by Emac Planning LLP on behalf of St Andrews
Harbour Trust to support the following two
applications to Fife Council:
o

o

A Design & Access Statement is required to
accompany the proposal under the Town and
Country
Planning
(Development
Management
Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2013, as the
proposal comprises an alteration to a Listed Building,
that is the harbour wall. It is also relevant that the
site is located in the St Andrews Conservation Area.

1.3

Scottish Government Circular 3/2013: Development
Management Procedures advices that all applicants
should consider design as an integral part of the
development process. The advice is provided within
the context of the following Scottish Government
Policy documents which advocate a high quality of
design for all developments:

o
o

The main aim of this statement is to inform the
planning decision-making process by explaining the
design and access principles and concepts that have
been applied to the proposal.

1.5

Paragraph 3.24 of Circular 3/2013 identifies that a
Design Statement:

Planning Application for the installation of floating
pontoon moorings for marine leisure vessels and
access ramp at St Andrews Inner Harbour;
Listed Building Application for the installation of
floating pontoon moorings for marine leisure
vessels and access ramp at St Andrews Inner
Harbour.

1.2

o

1.4

Scottish Government (2001) Designing Places –
A Policy Statement for Scotland;
Scottish Government (2010) Designing Streets A Policy Statement for Scotland;
Scottish Government (2013) Creating Places.

i.

Explains the policy or approach adopted as to
design and how any policies relating to design in
the development plan have been taken into
account.
ii. Describes the steps taken to appraise the context
of the development and demonstrates how the
design of the development takes that context into
account in relation to its proposed use.
iii. States what, if any, consultation has been
undertaken on issues relating to the design
principles and concepts that have been applied to
the development; and what account has been
taken of the outcome of any such consultation.
1.6

A Design and Access Statement is a document
containing both a design statement and written
statement about how issues relating to access to the
development for disabled people have been dealt
with. Paragraph 3.26 of Circular 3/2013 confirms
that a design and access statement must:
Explain the policy or approach adopted as to access
and how:
i. Policies relating to such access in the
development plan have been taken into account;
and
ii. Any specific issues which might affect access to
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the development for disabled people have been
addressed.
This should explain how the applicant’s policy/
approach adopted in relation to access fits into the
design process and how this has been informed by
any development plan policies relating to access
issues.
1.7

This Design and Access Statement has taken into
account advice contained in Scottish Government
(2003) Planning Advice Note 68: Design Statements
which identifies that statements should explain the
design principles on which the development is based
and
illustrate
the
design
solution.
Scottish
Government (2006) Planning Advice Note 78:
Inclusive Design also provides for relevant advice on
such access issues. In addition, Fife Council has also
published advice on Design and Access Statements.

1.8

This Statement has had regard to the above context,
together with the following relevant policies and
advice on design and access provided by Fife
Council, in addition to the Development Plan:
o Fife Council (2008) St Andrews Design Guidelines
for buildings, streets and shop fronts in St
Andrews Conservation Area and on the main
approaches;
o Fife Council (2010) East Sands Urban Design
Framework; and
o Fife Council (2010) St. Andrews Conservation Area
Appraisal and Management Plan.
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2.0

The Proposal

2.1

The proposal relates to the installation of floating
pontoon moorings for marine leisure vessels within
the Inner Basin of St Andrews Harbour, along the
western quayside. The floating pontoons would be
fixed onto vertical piles attached to the harbour wall.
The pontoons will rise and fall with the tide. An
access ramp is also proposed, approximately 24
metres in length, to the north of the western
quayside.

2.2

The harbour is designated as a Category A Listed
Building by Historic Scotland and is located in the St
Andrews Conservation Area. The proposal aims to
minimise the impact on both the harbour wall and
the sea bed through this method of installation which
avoids dredging or piling into the bed sediment.

2.3

There are currently approximately 48 berths
available in the Inner Harbour, comprising around 35
berths along the west and north quaysides, 6 central
moorings and around 7 berths against the east
quayside. These numbers can vary depending on
the size and nature of the vessels berthed, although
this number is close to the current maximum.

2.4

The proposed development would provide for more
hospitable mooring facilities, accommodating 33
vessels to berth along the west and north quaysides,
reducing the existing capacity by two. Together with
the 13 existing moorings (central & east quayside),
the total capacity would be reduced from 48 to 46.
The proposal therefore aims to improve the quality
of the mooring facilities rather than to intensify the
accommodation.

2.5

The aim of the proposal is to enhance the harbour
area, by providing for modern mooring facilities, not
only for existing users, but also for visitors and
tourists. It is anticipated that the facilities will be a
key drive in attracting greater utilisation of the
harbour area by berth holders and visitors (by sea
and land) alike. A key outcome of which will also be
to provide diversification of potential business
opportunity and in-turn job security/creation for
existing and new harbour users.

2.6

The proposed general layout plan is provided in
Figure 1 and illustrates the provision of 16 projecting
‘fingers’ from the pontoons to facilitate mooring for
approximately 33 boats. A pedestrian access bridge
is proposed to the northwest corner of the inner
harbour, with the pontoon walkway returning along
part of the northern quayside and around the
Scottish Water pumping station to the south.
Detailed drawings are provided with the applications.

2.7

It is considered that the proposed method of
installation would have the least impact on the
harbour structure and avoid the alternative of piling
foundations into the harbour floor and potential
dredging. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed
pedestrian bridge and bracket mechanism.

2.8

In summary, the proposal has been designed to
minimise any potential impact on the Category A
Listed Harbour and Conservation Area, whilst
seeking to enhance mooring facilities and attract
tourism into the harbour, town and surrounding
area.
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Figure 1: Proposed General Layout of the Pontoons
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Figure 2: Proposed Bridge & Bracket Details

Figure 2a: Proposed Pedestrian Bridge

Figure 2b: Proposed Bracket Detail
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3.0

The Site & Harbour

3.1

St Andrews harbour is located approximately 1km
from the southeast of the town centre, in the East
Sands area. The Ordnance Survey Grid Reference of
the approximate centre of the site is 350598, 715226.
The location of the harbour within St Andrews is
illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2

Figure 4 illustrates the site boundary which relates to
part of the inner basin and western quayside of the
harbour.
The site area extends to an area of
approximately 0.35 hectares.

3.3

The harbour is a Category A Listed Building and lies in
the St Andrews Conservation Area. The Kinness Burn
runs through the tidal harbour in a northerly direction
to the sea. The East Bents common good land, to the
east, separates the inner harbour from the East Sands
and the north sea.

3.4

The St Andrews Harbour Trust website (Ref:
www.standrewsharbourtrust.org.uk)
identifies
the
following in relation to existing facilities:
“Facilities within St Andrews Harbour are limited at
this time as the Trust seeks to put in place the funding
and permissions necessary to bring to fruition a
planned
modernisation
programme
that
is
sympathetic to the harbour's ancient history. Details
of facilities available within the harbour or nearby
within the town itself are provided below, but please
feel free to contact the Harbour Master or use the
online form for further assistance.”

3.5

The website also identifies that whilst “there are public
toilets available next to the stone archway on the west
side of the harbour and at the south end of the grass
area on the east side of the harbour” these are not in
the ownership of the Trust. The harbour facilities are
currently very limited and this proposal forms part of
a wider vision for the improvement of the harbour.
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Figure 3: St Andrews Harbour Location
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Figure 4: Site Boundary
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4.0

Historical Context

4.1

This section of the Design and Access Statement
identifies the history of the Harbour and the
relationship of the Trust.

4.2

The Special Collections Department of the University
of St Andrews Library holds records relating to St
Andrews Harbour, some dating back to the early
1700's,
which
can
be
sourced
at
www.standrewsharbourtrust.org.

Extract from Tourist Information Board
St Andrews Harbour: Historical Overview

4.3

This historical overview is provided by St Andrews
Harbour Trust:
“In its earliest form, the harbour consisted of the
unimproved shores of the Kinness Burn, whose
waters were deflected towards the East (from the
original Northwards direction of flow) by the natural

rock skerries on the shore of St Andrews Bay.
Vessels using the harbour in the mediaeval period
presumably beached themselves in the estuary for
loading and unloading purposes.
In the Fourteenth Century the lands of St Andrews
Priory were enclosed by the building of the precinct
wall which remains a prominent feature adjacent to
the present day harbour. The wall had a substantial
gateway (the Mill Port) opening onto the harbour at
The Shore and the wall itself confined non-Priory
traffic approaching the harbour to a narrow strip of
land on the left bank of the Kinness Burn. The
narrowness of this strip of land between the Priory
Wall and Harbour became increasingly a problem
over the years and has had a significant effect upon
the subsequent development of the quays in the
Inner Harbour.
By the later Sixteenth Century it is clear that built
quays and piers were in existence at the harbour.
The Geddy Plan, of c.1580, clearly illustrates
structures of timber and stone flanking the entrance
channel to the harbour and extending well inland
along the burn. The line of the present North Pier at
its shoreward end relates to these Sixteenth Century
structures, although the present form of the pier is
largely the product of Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Century rebuilding.
This North Pier is a classic example of Scottish
vernacular harbour work. It comprises a pier of
rubble construction, with a substantial bulwark on its
seaward face, to protect the wide quay from
overtopping seas in heavy weather. The course of
the pier is somewhat crooked, reflecting the strategy
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of the builders to construct it from strong point to
strong point along the natural rock skerry which
forms its foundation.
The dry-stone, rubble construction of this pier gives
it great character and the surfaces reveal many
examples of repairs to the pier, using a variety of
different strategies for placing the stones. The outer,
seaward face of this pier contains in places re-used
stone with rolled moulded margins, presumably
coming from the ruined castle or cathedral in the
18th and 19th centuries.

for their gear, and a roadway. At the Southern end,
this Shorehead Quay connects with a short
transverse pier that extends into the harbour
separating the Inner and Outer Harbours.
This short pier is of considerable age, appearing in
the Geddy Plan. The end of it has been extended at a
more recent date to accommodate the sluice gates,
which are first mentioned in the early Eighteenth
Century (Douglass, 1728), but which have been
replaced on a number of occasions since.

The North pier has a number of important features
along is length, including cyclopean stone mooring
pawls, stone stairs leading to the bulwark and a
stone slipway in the harbour where the pier joins the
Shorehead quay. There is also a stone-built ramp at
the root of the pier leading down onto the shore.
This ramp is of indeterminate age but it connects
with a rock-cut roadway leading towards the castle,
where there was an important landing beach.
The outer, seaward end of the North pier is of
Nineteenth and Twentieth Century date, reflecting
efforts to improve the access to the harbour in heavy
weather. It is of typical Victorian and later cement
construction, much more rectilinear than the earlier
work at the shoreward end. This later extension is
fitted with cast-iron mooring pawls.
At its Western end, the North Pier turns through a
right-angle where it joins the Shorehead Quay. This
quay face is of coursed masonry with wooden
bandering at intervals along its length. It is backed
by a wide quay, extensively used by local fishermen

The East Bents, 1855. © National Library of Scotland
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The main function of these gates today is to flush
sediment from the Outer Harbour, but closing the
gates also serves to provide a quieter lie for vessels
in the Inner Harbour during heavy weather. The
present gates are a set transferred to St Andrews,
reputedly from a site on the Caledonian Canal. They
have a winch associated with them for opening the
gates.

much earlier date. The stonework is Sixteenth
Century in type and the booths may be just
discerned on The Geddy Plan. Their presence here
suggests considerable importance for the Inner
Harbour as a commercial centre in early modern
times.

These gates as described were swept from their
hinges during a storm in the autumn of 2012. New
gates of the same design, but having improved
hydraulic operation were installed in June 2013.

J
Geddy's
plan
of
St
Andrews,
from
around
1580. [National Library of Scotland reference: MS.20996]

Upstream from the sluice gates the face of the quay
opposite The Shore is off well-coursed masonry,
backed by a narrow quay and roadway. The Priory
Precinct wall opposite this quay shows the remains
of the Harbour Master’s Office, built as a lean -to
structure South of the Mill Port leading into the
Priory Precinct.
South of this office can be seen blocked door and
window openings for a series of booths which are of

The line of the quay wall on The Shore is angled
outwards into the harbour just South of the Mill Port.
This represents a later modification to the harbour,
to widen the roadway to assist the turning of
vehicles coming through the Mill Port and heading for
the Outer Harbour. Recent archaeological evidence,
arising from repairs to the quay wall in the Inner
Harbour, show that this process of widening at this
point has occurred more than once, most recently in
1846.
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The right bank of the Kinness Burn is flanked at the
Inner Harbour by links and in the Outer Harbour by a
stone cross pier, having a later groyne on its outer,
seaward, face. At the seaward end, the links have
been revetted with a stone wall and a number of
wooden huts are located there. The stonework of the
Cross Pier is more homogeneous than that of the
North Pier and is of a different, distinctive pattern. It
is of the Eighteenth Century date. The cement
groyne dates from 1900 and was built to protect the
harbour mouth from the surge reflected from the
beach at the East Bents during heavy weather.

worthy of more detailed research.
In summary, the harbour at St Andrews developed
from a mediaeval creek-mouth haven without built
harbour-works. By the Sixteenth Century the creek
mouth was protected by an extensive pier and
bulwark to seaward and had linear masonry quays
within to accommodate shipping. The separation of
the Inner and Outer Harbours was present at this
date and was later, in the Eighteenth Century,
reinforced by the introduction of gates between the
two basins. There has been an intimate relationship
between the harbour and the Priory since the
Fourteenth Century and the Priory Precinct wall has
had an influence upon the development and
widening of the quays, particularly at The Shore in
the Inner Harbour.
The protective North Pier and bulwark were extended
in the Nineteenth Century and other improvements
were made in the attempt to make the harbour safe,
but it remains today a tidal harbour, dry at low water
(unless the gates are used to retain water in the
Inner Harbour). It is in all respects a good example
of the vernacular tradition in Scottish harbour works.

East bents early 1900s. © Judges Ltd.

One interesting feature in the harbour close to the
inner face of the Cross Pier is the remains of several
wooden posts socketed into the natural rock. These
may be the remains of the timber and stone pier
shown in the Geddy Plan at this location and are

East Bents late 19th early 20th century © University of St
Andrews.
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Historical Context Relationship with the Trust
4.4

The harbour has had a close historical connection
with the town, which the Trust is keen to protect and
develop. The Trust’s website identifies that “…in
1995 a steering committee, comprising various local
organisations and national and local government
bodies was established, which two years later
produced a report on the regeneration of the harbour
area. Although widely welcomed, funding that would
have allowed these plans to be brought to fruition
was regrettably not forthcoming. A new approach
was required and after much public consultation the
Harbour Trust, originally formed by an Act of
Parliament in 1897, was reconstituted in 2010 to
become a new Trust Port Authority operating in
accordance with the Government 'Modernising Trust
Ports - A Guide to Good Governance Initiative'.
4.5

The Harbour is now owned and run by the new St
Andrews Harbour Trust, which subsequent to its
reconstitution has greater operating flexibility and
acts to ensure that: the maintenance of the harbour
is kept up to an acceptable level; facilities are
adequate and regularly maintained; use of the
harbour is controlled in a safe and efficient manner
and any developments are in line with Trust's
directives. The Trust aims to improve and promote
St Andrews Harbour and its surrounding area to the
benefit of resident and visiting harbour users and the
local community.

4.6

The proposed applications for the installment of the
pontoons directly align with these aims.
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5.0

Planning
Access

5.1

The relevant Development Plan context is provided
by the TAYplan Strategic Development Plan,
approved 2012 and the St Andrews & East Fife Local
Plan (SAEFLP), adopted 2012. The following
guidance is also material to the proposal:
o

o
o

Policy

&

Guidance:

Design

&

Fife Council (2008) St Andrews Design Guidelines
for buildings, streets and shop fronts in St
Andrews Conservation Area and on the main
approaches (SADG);
Fife Council (2010) East Sands Urban Design
Framework (ESUDF); and
Fife Council (2010) St. Andrews Conservation
Area
Appraisal
and
Management
Plan
(SACAAMP).

Principle of Development
5.2

Both the SAEFLP and the ESUDF support the
principle of the proposal. Map Ref: STA08: East
Sands/Harbour Improvement Area of the SAEFLP
identifies the area for “Mixed use development
including academic and research related university
expansion; tourism, leisure and supporting ancillary
uses; residential, including student accommodation;
and, harbour improvements.”

5.3

In terms of development requirements relating to
the harbour the SAEFLP confirms:
“St Andrews Harbour is category A Listed by Historic
Scotland. The area includes some other Listed

Buildings. Fife Council approved the East Sands
Urban Design Framework on 1st September 2010.
Land use and buildings to provide for a mix of public
and private uses, including: potential visitor
destinations; improvements to and safeguarding of
harbour facilities; tourists, leisure and ancillary
retail;
residential
(including
student
accommodation); and education and research
facilities. Opportunities to enhance movement should
focus on:
o Relieving existing patterns of vehicular
congestion;
o Maintaining a core coastal path route, with
new east-west connections;
o Improving pedestrian integration with the
beach front; and
o Resolving the provision of public/private car
parking, in response to high demand during
peak periods.

Extract from SAEFLP Proposals Map
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Existing public spaces and habitats (namely the
beach, The Bents and coastal paths) to be protected,
with accessibility to be properly integrated into any
future development proposals. Opportunity to
enhance the open space surrounding the leisure
centre, as areas of recreation and leisure value.
Enhance local views into and across the site and
contribute positively to the historic skyline from
more distant views; and provide an appropriate
setting for Listed Buildings and enhance the
built/natural heritage assets. Proposal area includes
redundant gasometer site at Balfour Place.”
5.4

Table 3 of The East Sands Urban Design Framework
on “Potential Improvements/Proposals relating to the
waterfront” identifies potential under designation
W4, that is the harbour, for “Providing additional
berthing space on pontoons in the Upper Basin.”
Policies and Guidance on Design & Access:
TAYplan, 2012

5.5

The core key objectives of the TAYplan, 2012
include:
•
•
•

5.6

Ensuring effective resource management and
promoting
an
accessible,
connected
and
networked region;
Supporting sustainable economic development
and
improving
regional
image
and
distinctiveness;
Enhancing the quality of place through better
development outcomes.

Table 1 identifies the key relevant principles and
policies relating to design and access contained

within the TAYplan.
Table 1: TAYplan, 2012 – Policies & Principles
Policy 1: Location Priorities
Policy 1 identifies St Andrews as a Tier 2 settlement.
The TAYplan identifies that Tier 2 settlements have the
potential to make a major contribution to the regional
economy but will accommodate a smaller share of the
region’s additional development.
Shaping better quality places: Principles
The following 3 principles, applied at the 3 scales,
seek to achieve ‘quality’ of outcome:
1. Supporting sustainable economic development and
improving regional image and distinctiveness;
2. Enhancing the quality of places through better
development outcomes; and,
3. Ensuring effective resource management and
promoting an accessible, connected and networked
region.
Policy 2: Shaping better quality places
To deliver better quality development and places
which respond to climate change, Local Development
Plans, masterplans and development proposals
should:
A. Ensure that climate change resilience is built into
the natural and built environments through:
i. a presumption against development in areas
vulnerable to coastal erosion, flood risk and rising sea
levels; including the undeveloped coast. To ensure
flood risk is not exacerbated, mitigation and
management measures; such as those envisaged by
Scottish Planning Policy, should be promoted;…
B. Integrate
new
development
with
existing
community infrastructure and work with other delivery
bodies to integrate, concentrate and co-locate
additional new infrastructure to optimise its coverage
and capability.
C. Ensure the integration of transport and land use to:
reduce the need to travel and improve accessibility by
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foot, cycle and public transport; make the best use of
existing infrastructure to achieve a walkable
environment combining different land uses with green
space; and, support land use and transport
development by transport assessments/ appraisals
and travel plans where appropriate, including
necessary on and offsite infrastructure.
D. Ensure that waste management solutions are

assessment. Appropriate mitigation requires to be
identified where necessary to ensure there will be no
adverse effect on the integrity of Natura 2000 sites in
accordance with Scottish Planning Policy;
• Safeguarding habitats, sensitive green spaces,
forestry, watercourses, wetlands, floodplains (in-line
with the water framework directive), carbon sinks,
species
and
wildlife
corridors,
geodiversity,
landscapes, parks, townscapes, archaeology, historic
buildings and monuments and allow development
where it does not adversely impact upon or preferably
enhances these assets; …”

incorporated
into
development
to
allow
users/occupants to contribute to the aims of the
Scottish Government’s Zero Waste Plan.
E. Ensure that high resource efficiency is
incorporated
within
development
through
the
orientation and design of buildings, the choice of
materials and the use of low and zero carbon energy
generating technologies to reduce carbon emissions
and energy consumption to meet the Scottish
Government’s standards.
F. Ensure that the arrangement, layout, design,
density and mix of development and its connections
are the result of understanding, incorporating and
enhancing present natural and historic assets, the
multiple roles of infrastructure and networks and local
design context, and meet the requirements of Scottish
Government’s Designing Places and Designing Streets
and provide additional green infrastructure where
necessary.
Policy 3: Managing TAYplan’s Assets
Land should be identified through Local Development
Plans to ensure responsible management of TAYplan’s
assets by a number of identified ways, including:
Natural and Historic assets
“Understanding
and
respecting
the
regional
distinctiveness and scenic value of the TAYplan area
through:
• Ensuring development likely to have a significant
effect on a designated or proposed Natura 2000 sites
(either alone or in combination with other sites or
projects), will be subject to an appropriate

Policies and Guidance on Design & Access:
SAEFLP, 2012
5.7

The SAEFLP applies the strategy of the TAYplan,
approved 2012 at a local level and provides more
detailed local guidance.
The extract from the
Proposals Map for St Andrews identifies that the site
is located in the St Andrews Conservation Area and
that there is a specific proposal for the site, that is,
STA08: East Sands/Harbour Improvement Area
which identifies the area for “Mixed use development
including academic and research related university
expansion; tourism, leisure and supporting ancillary
uses; residential, including student accommodation;
and, harbour improvements.”

5.8

The associated Policy, quoted in paragraph 5.2
above, supports the tourism principle of the proposal
and also seeks, of relevance to this proposal, to:
o
o

Encourage opportunities to enhance movement;
Ensure that accessibility to existing public spaces
and habitats (namely the beach, The Bents and
coastal paths) are protected and properly
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o

o

5.9

integrated
into
any
future
development
proposals.
Enhance local views into and across the site and
contribute positively to the historic skyline from
more distant views;
Provide an appropriate setting for Listed
Buildings and enhance the built/natural heritage
assets.

Table 2 below identifies the key relevant policies
relating to design and access contained within the
SAEFLP.
Table 2: SAEFLP – Policies
POLICY B5 Tourism & Hotel Developments
The development of new hotels, tourist facilities and
attractions or the improvement or expansion of existing
facilities will be supported where:
a. The proposal is of a scale, nature and design
appropriate to its setting;
b. The proposal does not have a material adverse impact
on the natural and built environment, or on the
vitality and viability of town centres;
c. The proposal is accessible to, or able to be made
accessible to, the existing or planned public transport
network; and
d. The traffic generated does not have a material
adverse impact upon the road network.
POLICY B6 Commerical Leisure Development
Commercial leisure development will be supported
where:
a. It satisfies the sequential approach;
b. It is compatible with surrounding uses;
c. There is an identified demand for the facility; and
d. The operation of the proposed facility is, or can be,
served by appropriate public transport.
POLICY E2 Development within Town and Village
Envelopes

Within the settlement limits as defined by town and
village envelopes, development will be supported where:
a. It conforms to relevant Development Plan policies and
proposals; …
and the proposal:
• Is not prejudicial to the land supply strategy of the
Local Plan;
• Is compatible with neighbouring uses; and will not
adversely affect the privacy of neighbours;
• Respects the character, appearance and prevailing
pattern of development of the adjacent townscape in
terms of density, scale, massing, design, external
finishes and access arrangements;
• Does not prejudice comprehensive (re)development;
and
• Has regard to any development brief or other
planning guidance which has been agreed or issued
by Fife Council.
POLICY E3: Development Quality - Environmental
Impact
New development must make a positive contribution to
the quality of its immediate environment both in terms of
its environmental impact and the quality of place it will
create. This will be achieved through the application of
the following principles which the Council will take into
account in assessing planning applications. New
development is required to:
(a) secure the most practicable energy efficiency benefits
by use of layout, siting, orientation, building design
features, and other energy efficient measures;
(b) demonstrate a commitment to landscape protection
and improvement taking into account linkages to existing
landscape features and the need to provide biodiversity
enhancement;
(c) include measures to promote, enhance, and add to
biodiversity;
(d) address foul and surface water drainage issues;
(e) include water and energy conservation measures;
(f) incorporate appropriate waste recycling, segregation,
and collection facilities; and
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(g) minimise waste by design and during construction.
Developers will also be required to have regard to
relevant supplementary planning guidance produced in
this regard.
POLICY E4: Development Quality – Design
New development must make a positive contribution to
its immediate environment in terms of the quality of the
development. This will be achieved through the
application of the following principles which the Council
will take into account in assessing planning applications.
New development is required to:
a. demonstrate well thought out design, and high
standards of architecture in terms of form, scale, layout,
detailing, and choice of materials;
b. make best use of site attributes – particularly
landform, trees and woodland, and natural and built
heritage features;
c. provide open space which should include individual
areas for equipped play, sport, and general recreation
appropriate to the scale and nature of the development
and secure the long – term maintenance of public and
common areas;
d. provide safe and convenient access for pedestrians,
cyclists and people with disabilities or impaired mobility,
including safe routes to school, links to the core path
network and for sustainable modes of transport;
e. protect personal privacy and amenity; and
f. enhance community safety.
The application of innovative design solutions will be
supported. To raise and maintain design standards
throughout Fife, all development proposals must comply
with the principles in the Fife Urban Design Guide.
For larger, prominent or sensitive sites, Fife Council will
prepare development briefs and masterplans. Developers
may also be required to prepare development briefs,
masterplans, or design statements and these will be
subject to agreement or approval of the Council and

must comply with the Fife Masterplans Handbook.
Subsequent development will require to conform to the
approved guidance.
POLICY E7: Conservation Areas
Development and demolition within a Conservation Area,
or affecting its setting, shall preserve or enhance its
character and be consistent with any relevant
Conservation Area appraisal or management plan that
may have been prepared for the area.
The design, materials, scale and siting of any
development shall be appropriate to the character of the
Conservation Area and its setting…
Given the importance of assessing design matters,
applications for planning permission in principle will not
be
considered
appropriate
for
developments
in
Conservation Areas. Where an existing building, listed or
not, contributes positively to the character of the
Conservation Area, Policy E9 on demolition shall apply…
POLICY E8: Listed Buildings
Development affecting a listed building, or its setting,
shall preserve the building, or its setting, or any features
of special architectural or historic interest which it
possesses.
The layout, design, materials, scale, siting and use of
any development shall be appropriate to the character
and appearance of the listed building and its setting.
POLICY
E12:
Ancient
Monuments
and
Archaeological Sites
Scheduled Ancient Monuments and other identified
nationally important archaeological resources shall be
preserved in situ, and with an appropriate setting.
Developments that have an adverse effect on scheduled
monuments or the integrity of their setting shall not be
permitted unless there are exceptional circumstances.
All other archaeological resources shall be preserved in
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situ wherever feasible. The significance of any impacts
on archaeological resources and their settings will be
weighed against other merits of the development
proposals in the determination of planning applications.
The developer may be requested to supply a report of an
archaeological evaluation prior to determination of the
planning application. Where the case for preservation
does not prevail, the developer shall be required to make
appropriate and satisfactory provision for archaeological
excavation, recording, analysis, and publication in
advance of development.
Where compatible with their preservation, proposals for
the enhancement, promotion and interpretation of
ancient monuments and archaeological sites will be
supported.
POLICY E20: Water Environment
Development will not be permitted where it would have
an adverse effect, either directly or indirectly, on the
ecological status of water bodies or the quality of
groundwater.
POLICY E21: European Protected Species
Development that will have an adverse affect on
European Protected Species will not be permitted unless
the developer shows that:
(a) the proposed development is in the interests of
preserving public health or public safety or other
imperative reasons of overriding public interest, including
those of a social or economic nature and beneficial
consequences
of
primary
importance
for
the
environment; and
(b) there is no satisfactory alternative; and
(c) the proposed development will not be detrimental to
the maintenance of the population of the European
protected species concerned at favourable conservation
status in their natural range.

Where a proposed development is likely to affect
European protected species the developer must submit a
survey of the status of that species at the site. If
present, an assessment must identify what impact the
development will have on the protected species and a
detailed method statement provided of all the mitigation
work that is proposed in relation to the European
protected species.
The three tests set out in (a), (b) and (c) must be
satisfied before consideration can be given to the
granting of planning permission.
POLICY E22: Local Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Sites
Development that may affect a Local Biodiversity Site or
Local Geodiversity Site will not be permitted unless the
developer submits an appraisal which demonstrates that:
(a) the overall ecological integrity of the site will not be
compromised; or
(b) any significant adverse affects on the site are clearly
outweighed by social or economic benefits of significant
local importance.
Where development will adversely affect the Site, the
developer's appraisal must identify:
• how any anticipated damage will be minimised or
mitigated, including replacement habitat for any losses
incurred; and
•
proposals
for
the
conservation,
protection,
enhancement and future management of the natural
heritage interest of the Site.
Where appropriate, planning conditions and agreements
will be used to ensure these proposals are achieved.
POLICY E23: Protection of Biodiversity
Development that may affect national and local priority
habitats or species, as identified in the Scottish
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Biodiversity List or Fife Local Biodiversity Action Plan, will
not be permitted unless the developer submits an
appraisal showing that:
(a) there will be no adverse affect on the habitats or
species within the ecosystem; or
(b) any significant adverse affect on the habitats or
species is clearly outweighed by social or economic
benefits of significant local importance.
Where development adversely affects the habitats or
species, the developer's appraisal must show:
• how the damage will be minimised and mitigated,
including, where appropriate, replacement habitat for
any losses incurred; and
•
proposals
for
the
conservation,
protection,
enhancement and future management of habitats and
species (biodiversity). These must ensure that there is
net benefit to biodiversity within the development site
and also in habitat linkages to the site as appropriate.
Particular regard should be given to priority habitats and
species of conservation concern identified within the Fife
Local Biodiversity Action Plan.
Where appropriate, planning conditions and agreements
will be used to ensure these proposals are achieved.
All
development
should
contribute
to
overall
environmental enhancement by taking into account
benefits to biodiversity (see Policy E3 Development
Quality – Environmental Impact)
POLICY C1: Community and Leisure Facilities
The development of community and leisure facilities will
be supported where:
a. they will satisfy an identified demand for the facility;
or
b. they are located within an edge-of-centre or
neighbourhood centre or edge-of-town centre and it can
be demonstrated that no suitable sites or premises exist
within a town and local centre; and they:
• do not on their own or cumulatively adversely affect

the vitality and viability of town and local centres;
• are easily accessible by and can be served by a choice
of means of transport during their hours of operation;
and
• are compatible with neighbouring uses.
POLICY T1: The Transport Network
New development must:
a. be accessible to, or be able to be made accessible to,
the existing or planned public transport network;
b. be located where road network capacity is or can be
made available, but only after access by other more
sustainable modes has been maximised and there is no
creation or worsening of a road safety problem;
c. provide for safe and convenient cycle and pedestrian
access or through-routes;
d. provide for, and do not prejudice existing, safer routes
to schools and further education sites;
e. provide for secure and convenient cycle parking;
f. provide for the protection and integration of existing
routes;…
g. provide for safe routes to stations and major public
transportation interchanges; and
h. provide multiple points of access with the surrounding
public local road network.
POLICY I4: Flooding and Water Quality
Development will not be supported if:
a. it would increase the risk of flooding
• by reducing the capacity of flood storage or
conveyancing areas or by altering the flow characteristics
of a river channel, or increasing flows within an area
known to flood; or
• through the discharge of additional surface water; or
• by harming flood defences; or
b. it would be at risk from flooding and adequate
provision is not made for access to watercourses for
maintenance; unless adequate mitigation measures can
be secured by conditions attached to a planning
permission or a legal agreement….
In all instances, developers will be required to provide
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both flood risk appraisals, in support of applications for
development in low and medium-to-high known flood
risk areas, and drainage impact assessments. Developers
will be required to provide or contribute towards costs
associated with flood management works. Further
guidance is provided in Scottish Planning Policy. In
addition, the Fife Flood Appraisal Group is currently
preparing a guidance note for use in assessing
development proposals. The terms of Policy I5 in relation
to Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) are also
applicable.

Policies and Guidance on Design & Access:
SADG

to explain the burgh’s economic prosperity up until
the Industrial Revolution. 18th and 19th century
extensions to the outer piers were an attempt to
offer better facilities to trading ships, but failed to
halt the town’s decline as an economic centre. The
harbour was given over to fishing and local coastal
trading, but today it exists largely as a recreational
facility. Recent streetscape improvements have been
carried out here. The 2003 Fife Harbours Study
identified that St Andrews may be suitable for the
development of facilities for resident and visiting
boats.”

5.10 The St Andrews Design Guidelines are aimed at
developers, service providers, local businesses,
amenity groups and individual residents with
proposals to alter, extend or create new buildings in
the historic core and on the key approaches to St
Andrews, with the objective of securing high
standards of design “…within the town’s valued
historic environment that meet the demands of 21st
century living.”
5.11 One of the key objectives of the SADGs relevant to
this proposal is to “ensure an appropriate approach
to conservation, repair, adaptation, improvement
and renewal of historic buildings and streetscape;
restoring original materials and details where
practicable”.
5.12 Paragraph 2.20 describes the Harbour stating:
“The Harbour lies east of the town in a natural
estuary haven, at the tidal mouth of the Kinness
Burn. This provided a trading advantage that helps
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5.13 The following Guidelines are considered relevant to
this proposal:

Policies and Guidance on Design & Access:
ESUDF

Guideline 19
Ensure that all streetscape and building proposals
take account of the need for compliance with the
Disability Access and Discrimination Act.

5.14 The purpose of the ESUDF is to describe how design
policies and principles should be implemented to
control, guide and promote change in the study area
in a coordinated manner. The following extract from
the UDF identifies the boundary of the study area,
which includes the Harbour.

Guideline 22
Encourage
the
use
of
innovative
technologies where appropriate.

building

Guideline 62
Pay careful attention to the townscape context and
the Memorandum of Guidance on Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas in preparing design briefs or
considering development proposals for sites within
the historic core.
Guideline 63
Ensure that the development proposals meet the test
for acceptable change:
• that the design quality is high and will enhance the
townscape character
• that the function will help to sustain the economic
and social role of the town centre.
This applies to all types of development (alterations,
refurbishments, extensions and new build) and all
designs (contemporary or traditional).
Guideline 64
Encourage good quality design innovation where it is
appropriate and to strict constraints on height,
footprint, massing, proportion and materials.

Source: Fife Council (2010) ESUDF: Figure 1 –
Framework Area
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5.15 The proposed application site is located to the north
of this area, known as the East Sands. Figure 2 of
the ESUDF identifies the following context relating to
the harbour area.

Source: Fife Council (2010) ESUDF: Figure 2 –
Area

5.16 Figure 5 of the ESUDF identifies the following policy
designations relating to the harbour area.

Harbour
Source: Fife Council (2010) ESUDF: Figure 5 –

Context
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5.17

The vision for the East Sands is identified as:
“The East Sands area will be recognised as a part of
St Andrews with its own strong identity arising from
the built heritage and natural assets. It will be seen
as an attractive destination for visitors whilst
meeting the needs of its residents and the other
functions that are based here.”

5.18 The ESUDF identifies a number of principles for
future development in the framework area, of which
the following are considered to be of relevance:
Principle 1: Historic skyline
The height, scale and massing of new development
must respect the immediate and wider setting. It
must not rise above or adversely impact on
sightlines to the historic skyline from
the
Key
Viewpoints on the main approaches – the A917 [V1,
V2], and the Fife Coastal Path [V3, V8].

and detailing must be appropriate to context and of
known performance.
Principle 7: Visual Analysis
Visual analysis should be provided using Key
Viewpoints to demonstrate that proposals for
improvements/ redevelopment within the Framework
Area will enhance the built fabric and the natural
heritage.
Principle 8: Landscape Setting
Proposals must not have an adverse impact on views
of St Andrews wider landscape setting beyond the
settlement edge [V9, V10, V11].
Principle 9: Open Space
Existing public spaces and areas of Protected Open
Space must be safeguarded, with accessibility to
them integrated into future development proposals.
Opportunities should be taken to enhance the quality
of open space for recreation and visual amenity.

Principle 4: Site Assets
The character provided by the Framework Area’s
built and natural Site Assets must be protected/
enhanced. Site Assets should form the basis for any
proposals for
improvements or redevelopment
where they are present as features on-site, or where
they provide context in the vicinity of a development
site.

Principle 10: Vehicles and Heritage
Proposals for re-development or improvements will
only be acceptable if they are able to meet vehicle
access needs in a manner that is consistent with
protecting the built and natural heritage and
accommodates parking discretely, with minimal
visual impact.

Principle 6: Contemporary Design
Contemporary design is encouraged provided it is of
high architectural merit and uses high quality
materials. Design should respect the setting and
reflect the character of existing Site Assets in terms
of height, scale, proportion and massing. Materials

Principle 11: Sustainable Transport and Access
Proposals should facilitate access to the Framework
Area on foot, bicycle or public transport, including
the provision of facilities that support this, such as
cycle
parking.
They
should
promote
wider
connections, including new and enhanced routes, to
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improve links beyond the Framework Area - to the
residential suburbs, St Leonards & Memorial Hospital
site, the town centre, Public Open Spaces and the
coast.
Principle 12: Movement and the Public Realm
Proposals should promote connections through the
Framework Area, north-south and east-west to
enhance movement and integrate new development
with the existing urban fabric. Where there are
opportunities, development proposals should assist
in relieving existing patterns of vehicular congestion
and resolving the provision of public/private parking
in response to high demand during peak times. This
should be linked to improvements to the quality of
the public realm.
Principle 13: Waterfront Location
Potential
redevelopment
fronting
the
Harbour/Kinnessburn and East Sands beach should
take advantage of the waterfront location, providing
better physical connections and views to the water,
provided this does not compromise privacy for
recreational use of the beach. Existing waterfront
buildings may be suitable for adaptation to new uses
that support the waterfront character in these
locations.

undeveloped nature of the eastern shoreline of the
Kinnessburn should be safeguarded.
Principle 18: Underused or Neglected Site Assets
Encourage proposals for sites that have an existing
use but whose Site Assets have the potential to
create new landmarks that provide a focus for
activity, through preservation, remodelling and
sensitive additions to buildings and spaces.
Principle 19: Sites with Long Term potential
Encourage redevelopment of sites where current
uses may not be viable in the long term and whose
buildings are not valuable Site Assets that should be
retained.
5.19 The following extract from Figure 10 of the ESUDF
identifies issues relating to the waterfront location
and to the Harbour of which W4 is of direct
relevance.

Principle 14: Harbour Frontage
Along the Kinnessburn/ in the Harbour, features and
activities that provide waterfront character, existing
facilities and safe access to water must be
safeguarded to support identity. Proposals to
enhance
water-related
activity/
facilities
will
generally require detailed technical appraisals and
public consultation to be carried out. The essentially
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5.20 The
key
to
this
plan
on
“Potential
improvements/Proposals”
identifies
‘W4’
for
pontoons.
Table
3
on
“Potential
Improvements/Proposals relating to the waterfront
(Ref to Fig10)” identifies potential under designation
W4 for “Providing additional berthing space on
pontoons in the Upper Basin.” The proposal relates
directly
to
designation
W4
providing
for
improvements to this part of the harbour through
the provision of the proposed floating pontoons and
enhanced visitor access at this key location in the
study area.

opportunities for development and enhancement and
to provide a framework for conservation area
management.

5.22 The townscape analysis of the Conservation Area
identifies the following of relevance to the Harbour:

Policies and Guidance on Design & Access:
SACAAMP
5.21 The purpose of the SACAAMP, of relevance to this
proposal, is to highlight the significance of the area
in terms of townscape, architecture and history;
identify important issues affecting the area; identify

“Another distinction from the medieval town pattern
is at the harbour at the foot of the ridge. The area is
mainly functional, with a mix of 17th to 20th century
buildings. The road to the harbour lies parallel to the
shoreline, its terminus being the restored medieval
stone pier (category A listed).”
“Stone walls are also an important feature of the
town, particularly high boundary walls along the
wynds and at the side rigg boundaries. The 16th
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century cathedral precinct wall is a significant
feature of the town. Similarly, the stone pier at the
harbour is of a distinct design and construction, with
vertical blocks of masonry, and is of great historical
significance.
“The use of soft local sandstone is an attractive
characteristic of the Conservation Area. … Its colour
varies from grey through to yellow and cream tones.
The harbour walls, in particular, exhibit an array of
all these colours.”
5.23 The SACAAMP also considers some negative factors
associated with the Conservation and includes the
Harbour within this part of the assessment, stating in
paragraph 4.7:
“Although still an active commercial area the harbour
could be a potential focus for regeneration. The
disappointing 20th century architecture overlooking
the harbour as well as the use of low quality
replacement surfacing materials detracts from a
potentially attractive area. The wooden fishing sheds
across the harbour are a positive addition to the
landscape.”
5.24 The following photographs are provided.
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6.0

While the proposed site exceeds this area, in this
case it is considered that the installation of pontoons
within an existing harbour that would not increase
the capacity does not constitute the formation of a
marina as no new facilities are proposed other than
the pontoon mooring points.”

Design Appraisal
Consultations

6.1

6.2

Following pre-application liaison with Fife Council
(Ref:
13/02830/PREAPP),
The
Harbour
Trust
submitted a request for a screening opinion on the
proposed installation of floating pontoon moorings,
together with access ramp, for marine leisure vessels
at St Andrews Inner Harbour. This was registered by
Fife Council on 02.09.2014 and given the Reference:
14/02994/SCR. The screening response noted that
this would also include metal fixings to the category
A listed harbour walls but would not involve any
dredging or fixings to the harbour floor.

6.3

“This proposal falls below the threshold for an EIA
application within the Regulations, the potential
visual impact is considered moderate at the location
proposed and it is not considered that any statutory
designated sites would be directly affected by the
development. It is therefore confirmed that an EIA
application is NOT required in this particular case.
Planning and listed building applications will be
required and should include supporting information
such as photomontages, ecological and hydrology
reports as well as details of the physical impact of
the works on the harbour walls.”

Having regard to the Environmental Impact
Assessment (Scotland) Regulations 2011 and
subsequent amendments, Fife Council determined
that:
“The proposed development falls to be considered
within Schedule 2 of the Regulations; in this case
Section 10(g) of the annex to the regulations; the
construction of harbours and port installations,
including fishing harbours (unless included in
Schedule 1) but this applies to an area of works
exceeding 1 hectare. The site area has been given as
0.35ha.
In this case the site is well below the threshold area
and therefore would not require an EIA screening.
Schedule 2 of the Regulations; Section 12(b), of the
annex to the regulations lists Marinas; where the
enclosed surface water area exceeds 1,000sqm.

Having regard also to Schedule 3 of the above
Regulations the Screening Opinion concluded that an
Environmental Impact Assessment was not required
stating:

6.4

Having regard to Fife Council’s Screening Opinion
and
pre-application
liaison
the
following
environmental issues relating to access and design
are considered relevant to this Statement:
o
o
o
o

Site Characteristics & Surrounding Land Uses
Cultural Heritage
Landscape & Visual Impact
Ecology and Hydrology
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6.5

St Andrews Harbour Trust also carried out the
following pre-application liaison:
o

o

o

Marine Scotland confirmed that under the Marine
(Scotland) Act 2010, the Trust will also be
required to apply for the relevant license.
Scottish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA)
confirmed that they would require a statement of
measures to prevent/mitigate against pollution
during construction. This issue is addressed in
the submitted hydrology report and the Trust
consider that mitigation commitments can be
secured through planning condition;
SEPA liaised directly with Scottish Natural
Heritage who confirmed “While there may be an
increase in existing recreation the impact is likely
to be minimal on natural heritage interest.”

Site Characteristics & Surrounding Land Uses
6.6

6.7

The site extends to 0.35ha and lies within the
settlement of St Andrews as defined in the Adopted
St Andrews and East Fife Local Plan (2012). The site
is also located in the St Andrews Conservation Area.
The Proposed floating pontoons and access ramp are
proposed along the western quayside of the Inner
Harbour, which is a Category A Listed Building.
The Harbour currently accommodates 48 berths
available informally and the proposed development
would provide for more hospitable more facilities,
accommodating 46 vessels. As stated previously the
proposal aims to improve the quality of the mooring
facilities rather than to intensify the accommodation.

6.8

Figure 5 illustrates the existing site characteristics of
the West Quayside within the Inner/Upper Harbour,
subject to the proposal for the installation of the
pontoons. Figure 6 illustrates the characteristics of
the Inner/Upper and Outer/Lower Harbour, adjacent.

6.9

Figure 7 illustrates the Surrounding Land Uses. The
Outer/Lower Harbour extends to the north, with the
newly installed gates and footbridge defining the
inner and outer harbour. The Harbour Café is located
adjacent to the footbridge and residential properties
extend along The Sorehead to the northwest, with
some workspace at ground floor. The East Bents is
designated as public open space and is also common
good land. The East Bents runs to the east of the
Harbour, separating the inner harbour from the East
Sands Beach and the North Sea. The Fife Coastal
Path runs through the East Bents in a north south
direction and forms part of the Core Path Network.
A children’s play area is located to the south of the
East Bents adjacent to the Sailing Club and storage
yard. There are residential properties along Balfour
Place, together with a Scottish Water Pumping
Station and Builders Store. The East Sands Leisure
Centre is located further to the south.

6.10 There is parking to the east of the harbour along The
Shore and to the south off Woodburn Place, adjacent
to the boat store and at the beach, to the south.
There is further parking to the north at The
Shorehead and Harbour pier.
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Figure 5: Inner Harbour: Western Quayside
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Figure 6: Adjacent Harbour
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Figure 7: Surrounding Land Uses
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Cultural Heritage
6.11 The extract from Figure 5 of the ESUDF identifies the
context of the harbour in relation to adjacent cultural
heritage designations. The site is located in the St
Andrews Conservation Area, with the harbour
identified as a Category A Listed Building, with a
‘Visitor Destination’ designation. The East Bents to
the east is identified as ‘Protected Open Space’ and
also a ‘Visitor Destination’. The abbey to the west is
a Scheduled Ancient Monument and there are a
number of relevant listed buildings to the west,
including the Abbey Walls, Abbey Mill, Kirkheugh
Cottage and Bell rock Tavern.
6.12 An historical overview of the harbour is provided in
paragraph 4.0 above.
In addition, the following
Listing Description is provided by Historic Scotland
(Ref: 40596):
“Pier of mediaeval origin, rebuilt in stone 1559,
further rebuilding 1573+, and again after 1613;
largely destroyed 1655, rebuilt 1656 with stone from
castle; repaired after 1678; again 1722; extended
and partly rebuilt Walter Bain 1785-9; repairs after
damage 1823, much rebuilding and improvement
George Rae 1845-6. Concrete terminal to pier 1900,
bringing total length to 880'; partly rubble, partly
block ashlar in both vertical and horizontal courses.
Cross pier early 18th century damaged and partly
rebuilt 1712 and 1727, largely rebuilt at latter date;
inner harbour formed by 1728, new lockgates 1787,
much rebuilding and new gates 1819-20. (Washed
away 1902).” (Source: Historic Scotland).
Source: Fife Council (2010) ESUDF: Figure 5 Context
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6.13 The proposal relates to floating pontoons, which
have been specifically chosen in order to minimise
any impact on the Listed Harbour. Bolt holes would
be drilled into the harbour wall to allow brackets to
be fixed, which would support the floating pontoons.
This method of installation avoids the need for
drilling piles or dredging. It is considered that the
installation method and process holes would not
involve any significant amount of intrusive works to
the Listed Harbour.

Sands area, including the harbour and takes account
of inter-visibility between the area and the town’s
historic core. The extract from Figure 7 – Major Site
Assets provides an existing baseline assessment of
the key viewpoints within this study area, that were
regarded as important by the Council. Viewpoint 8
and 11 are considered relevant to the site and this
proposal.

Landscape & Visual Impact
6.14 The Fife Landscape Character Assessment (LCA),
1999 identifies that St Andrews lies within landscape
character area C.12 Coastal Terraces (Raised
Beaches). The LCA provides guidelines for future
development having regard to landscape and visual
impact, relating to categories of development.
As
the proposal does not neatly fit into any clearly
defined category the advice on ‘Other Development
and Structures in the Landscape’ is considered
relevant stating, inter alia, that “… Ensure any new
road or other major engineering works are carefully
sited and designed to minimise their landscape and
visual impact”. As the pontoons merely provide for a
structure, within an existing harbour, for existing
vessels/boats to berth there is not considered to a
material landscape impact as a result of the
proposal.
6.15 The minimum visual impact of the proposal within
the context of the East Sands and harbour area is
further substantiated by the existing analysis already
undertaken by Fife Council as part of the ESUDF.
This identifies key visual viewpoints within the East

Source: Fife Council (2010) ESUDF: Figure 7 – Major
Site Assets (Extract)
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6.16

Viewpoint 8 (to the historic skyline) is taken from
the south and provides a northerly view just to the
east of the site. The view indicates that due to the
lower level of the harbour within the context of the
East Bents, in the foreground, the harbour is not
clearly visible from this southerly viewpoint towards
the historic core. Viewpoint 11 (from Fife Coastal
Path over Kirk Hill) illustrates the importance of the
building heights and massing in the harbour area
and how the harbour relates to the existing built
form. As the pontoons will rise and fall with the
existing tide as the boats presently do, it is not
considered that the visual impact will change as a
result of the proposals, other than to provide for a
more regular presentation of the moored boats.
Viewpoints 8 and 11 are illustrated below.

6.17 The pontoons would be largely screened, within the
settlement from longer views, by the topography of
the East Bents and by building enclosure. Views of
the harbour and the pontoons will be restricted to
within the harbour area itself, primarily adjoining the
site. Clearly the pontoons will become more visible
during high tide. Photomontages of the proposed
pontoons and the access bridge are illustrated in
Figure 8: Photomontages of Proposed Pontoons and
Access Bridge.
Hydrology & Ecology
6.18 EnvironCentre Ltd has prepared a Hydrology and
Ecology Study of the proposal and this has been
submitted with the applications to Fife Council as
supporting Environmental Planning Information.
6.19 In addition to a desktop study was conducted in
advance of the site survey in relation to:
o

o
o
o
o
o

Existing data on protected sites available through
Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) Sitelink website
(up to 5 km from the site);
Fife Local Development Plan (LDP) (for nonstatutory designated sites);
Records of Ancient Woodlands available through
Sketchmap;
Records from Fife Nature Records Centre
(FNRC);
Fife Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP); and
UK Biodiversity Action Plan.

6.20 In addition to the above, two EnviroCentre ecologists
completed an ecological survey on 5th October 2014,
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Figure 8: Photomontages of Proposed Pontoons and
Access Bridge.

Photomontage 1: View North along the West Quayside

Photomontage 2: View to Northwest of Western Quayside
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in relation to protected species and otters.
study concluded the following:

The

“The survey area does not support any sites
designated for nature conservation at a local or
national level and no evidence of protected species
was identified within the site or survey buffer.
Providing the mitigation measures detailed below are
followed, it is not anticipated that there will be a
residual impact on protected species. If works at the
site do not begin before October 2015, it is
recommended that the protected species survey is
updated.”
6.21 The hydrology assessment
confirmed the following:

of

potential

affects

draught of the pleasure craft.
o During low tide, boats will dry out on the river
bed along the foot of the quay. On a very small
scale this may affect erosion of deposition of
sediment but this will be no greater than under
existing conditions.
o These effects should be considered within the
context of a heavily engineered and managed
marine environment.
o Overall, the development is considered not to
have a detrimental effect on the water
environment.
6.22 In terms of construction water management the
assessment confirmed:
o

o Fife Council stated that “in terms of the hydrology
the proposed pontoons would not extend into the
Kinnessburn water flow channel and would not
affect the tidal range in any way. The pontoons
would be designed to sit on the harbour bed and
float with the tide. The effect on currents would be
no more than that of tethered boats.” (Screening
opinion, Ref 13/014, 17 September 2014).
o The proposed installation and use of pontoons
along the western quay wall are not expected to
have a detrimental effect on the water
environment including tidal and fluvial hydraulics
and sediment processes.
o Mooring of boats currently takes place along the
quay and while under the proposed conditions
moored boats may extend slightly further into the
harbour due to the perpendicular mooring along
finger berths, this is not expected to influence the
tidal or river currents due to the small size and

o

o

Construction works in and near the water
environment are regulated activities and may
require
authorization
under
The
Water
Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland)
Regulations 2011 (as amended) (CAR).
Guidance published by SEPA16 is not conclusive
in what level of authorisation is required for the
installation of pontoons and consultation with
SEPA will therefore be undertaken to confirm
this. At this stage, it’s envisaged that no
authorisation is required due to the low- impact
of the development and that any works would be
subject to relevant General Binding Rules (GBR)
under the CAR.
All construction works will be undertaken in line
with current best practice in relation to
construction in or near the water environment.
Relevant Pollution Prevention Guidelines (PPGs)
including “PPG5: Works and maintenance in or
near water” will be implemented by the
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contractor to prevent any contaminants entering
the
harbour,
for
example
during
plant
operations, concrete pouring (if required) etc.
6.23 The overall conclusions of relating to both studies
states:
“The results of the ecological and hydrological
studies indicate that, with appropriate mitigation
measures in place, there should be no detrimental
effects on the water or ecology environment relating
to the proposed pontoon development, providing
that works are undertaken in line with best practice
guidance in mind.”
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7.0

“In terms of traffic generation the installation of the
pontoons would reduce the number of berths within
the inner harbour from 48 to 46 which suggests that
there would be no significant increase in either road
or maritime traffic over the current potential levels.
The inner harbour, at this time, rarely reaches
maximum capacity during the high season.”

Connectivity & Access Appraisal
Existing Characteristics & Guidance

7.1

Figure 9 of the ESUDF identifies the existing
pedestrian and vehicular access routes, together with
movement patterns around the harbour and study
area, and existing parking provision. The Figure also
identifies potential for further potential pedestrian and
vehicular routes in the study area, although there are
no proposals relating to the harbour area.
The
Harbour area already benefits from vehicular
accessibility
and
particularly
good
pedestrian
connectivity. Figure 9, below, provides an extract
from the above ESUDF drawing, together with
photographs illustrating the existing pedestrian
connectivity of the site with the surrounding area.

Pedestrian Access
7.4

Car Parking
7.2

7.3

There is parking to the east of the harbour along The
Shore and to the south off Woodburn Place, adjacent
to the boat store and at the beach. There is further
parking to the north at The Shorehead and Harbour
pier.
Pre-application liaison has been carried out with
Transportation Services and the Planning Authority on
parking requirements.
However, as the proposed
pontoons would reduce the number of berths from 48
to 46, it was confirmed that no additional parking was
required in association with the proposal.
The
Council’s screening letter (Ref: 14/02994/SCR)
confirms the following opinion:

The Fife Coastal Path, to the east, provides a direct
link in association with the Core Path Network, to the
Harbour. There is also a footpath immediately to the
west of the Harbour along The Shore. From the
Shore vehicular and pedestrian access is provided to
the south, east and north of the site. The ESUDF
guidelines do not propose any further improvements
in this location. The Harbour is well connected with a
range of other tourist and leisure facilities in St
Andrews which are accessible by pedestrians.
Inclusive Access

7.5

The Trust has not consulted wider than Fife Council
on access issues.
The proposal will, however,
significantly improve disabled access to moored
vessels at the harbour and positively address this
issue. The boats are currently moored informally to
the side of the harbour and this can make access
difficult for all parties who currently use vertical
ladders. The current situation is therefore not
conducive to disabled access. The proposed ramp
access to the pontoons will improve access for all
parties and facilitate enhanced disabled access to the
moored boats. The pontoons and ramp are
sufficiently wide to accommodate wheelchair access.
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Figure 9: Access & Connectivity
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8.0

Design Principles & Policy Compliance

8.1

This Design and Access Statement has been
prepared to support the following two applications to
Fife Council:
o

o

Planning Application for the installation of
floating pontoon moorings and ramp access for
marine leisure vessels at St Andrews Inner
Harbour;
Listed Building Application for the installation of
floating pontoon moorings and ramp access for
marine leisure vessels at St Andrews Inner
Harbour.

8.2

It is proposed that the floating pontoons are fixed
onto brackets attached to the harbour wall, and the
pontoons will only rest on the harbour bed at low
tide.
An access ramp is also proposed,
approximately 24 metres in length to the north of
the western quayside.

8.3

There are currently approximately 48 berths
available in the Inner Harbour, which are moored
along the quayside or centrally within the harbour.
The proposed pontoons would reduce the total
capacity from 48 to 46.

8.4

The proposal aims to improve the quality of the
mooring facilities rather than to intensify the
accommodation and enhance the harbour area, by
providing for modern mooring facilities, not only for
existing users, but also for visitors and tourists. It is
anticipated that the facilities will be a key drive in
attracting greater utilisation of the harbour area by
berth holders and visitors (by sea and land) alike.

8.5

The harbour is located in the Conservation Area and
is designated as a Category A Listed Building by
Historic Scotland.
A choice of designs were
considered,
however,
having
regard
to
the
architectural heritage of the Harbour, the proposal
aims to minimise the impact on both the harbour
wall and the sea bed through this method of
installation by avoiding dredging or piling into the
bed sediment.

8.6

The principle of the proposal is supported by the
SAEFLP,
2012.
Map
Ref:
STA08:
East
Sands/Harbour Improvement Area of the SAEFLP
identifies the area for “Mixed use development
including academic and research related university
expansion; tourism, leisure and supporting ancillary
uses; residential, including student accommodation;
and, harbour improvements.” This proposal supports
the improvement of the harbour and will enhance the
quality of tourism and leisure activity in the harbour
area.

8.7

In addition, the proposal accords with the potential
for the enhancement to the Harbour identified in
Table 3 of the ESUDF, 2012 on “Potential
Improvements/Proposals relating to the waterfront”.
Designation W4, specifically identifies the potential
for “Providing additional berthing space on pontoons
in the Upper Basin.”

8.8.

The appraisal undertaken on design considerations
and access supports that the applicant’s position that
the proposal complies with the relevant Development
Plan policies and with other material considerations.
In particular, the proposal supports and implements
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the Council’s aspirations for the area’s enhancement
contained in the ESUDF and the principles guiding
new development. The proposal also accords with
the Guidelines contained in the SADG and
sympathetically reflects the townscape appraisal
contained in the SACAAMP.
8.9

Scottish Government advice contained in PAN 68
Design Statements identifies 6 qualities for making a
successful place. It is considered that the proposal
secures the following design principles in relation to
the 6 qualities, having regard also to Policy, advice
and guidance.
Distinctive
The proposed new pontoons and access ramp will
significantly enhance the sense of identity associated
with the harbour. The current mooring arrangement
is informal and fails to provide for a modern high
standard harbour facility which could be expected by
its current users, visitors and tourists. The provision
of modern facilities will raise the standard of the
mooring accommodation and secure enhanced
facilities for the Town. Mooring facilities are closely
associated and identified with modern harbours and
the proposal will contribute to the distinctive
character and function of this working harbour in a
prime tourism location.
Safe and Pleasant
The current informal arrangements for mooring,
together with the need to use vertical ladders to
access the harbour from the boats, is neither safe,
attractive or user friendly. The proposed pontoons

and access ramp will ensure that easy access can be
provided for all, including disabled access.
The
proposal not only facilitates inclusive design and
access but also provides for a more attractive
mooring facility. The pontoons will not result in the
accommodation of additional vessels, and the scale
of the proposal therefore sits comfortably with the
existing provision.
Easy to Get to and Move Around
The pontoons and access bridge have been designed
to safely accommodate its users and there is
sufficient width for wheelchair access. The access
ramp provides direct access to the pontoons and this
access point is readily accessible being located
immediately adjacent to the road and pedestrian
footpath network.
Welcoming
The Harbour provides a gateway to the Town from
the North Sea and is already an important landmark
and destination in St Andrews. The main purpose of
this proposal is to enhance this gateway and ensure
it is more welcoming for existing users and new
visitors, by providing for a modern, safe and
accessible new facility. The pontoons will visually
assist those arriving at the harbour in navigating and
securing a safe mooring location, by providing for a
legible layout.
Adaptable
Whilst the proposal is clearly for the purpose of
mooring only, the minimum physical impact of the
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installation on the listed harbour wall does mean the
pontoons can be easily replaced/modernised over
time. By making the harbour a more attractive
destination, it is anticipated that this will attract
more visitors and recreational use, for example sport
fishing. It is also anticipated that the new moorings
may also facilitate/encourage further visitor facilities
in the Harbour area.
Resource Efficient
Whilst this issue is perhaps more relevant to a
building, consideration is currently being given to the
use of recycled materials in constructing the
pontoons.
Final Design Solution
8.10 Figure 10 illustrates the final design solution having
regard to the above policy and guidance context and
design and access appraisal. The proposed design
seeks to achieve the 6 qualities for a ‘successful’
place in accordance with both Scottish Government
and Fife Council aspirations to achieve high quality
design in all new developments.
8.11 This Design and Access Statement supports the
proposed applications for the installation of floating
pontoons and access ramp at St Andrews Harbour.
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Figure 10: Proposed Layout
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